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Abstract—With increasing core counts in modern multi-core
designs, the overhead of synchronization jeopardizes the scala-
bility and efficiency of parallel applications. To mitigate these
overheads, modern cache-coherent protocols offer support for
Atomic Memory Operations (AMOs) that can be executed near-
core (near) or remotely in the on-chip memory hierarchy (far).

This paper evaluates current available static AMO execution
policies implemented in multi-core Systems-on-Chip (SoC) de-
signs, which select AMOs’ execution placement (near or far)
based on the cache block coherence state. We propose three static
policies and show that the performance of static policies is appli-
cation dependent. Moreover, we show that one of our proposed
static policies outperforms currently available implementations.

Furthermore, we propose DynAMO, a predictor that selects
the best location to execute the AMOs. DynAMO identifies the
different locality patterns to make informed decisions, improving
AMO latency and increasing overall throughput. DynAMO out-
performs the best-performing static policy and provides geomet-
ric mean speed-ups of 1.09× across all workloads and 1.31× on
AMO-intensive applications with respect to executing all AMOs
near.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multi-core designs have dominated the CPU market since
the end of Dennard’s scaling [21]. Despite chip manufacturers
getting closer to the end of Moore’s Law [49], recent designs
continue to deliver higher core counts. For instance, AMD’s
EPYC 7773X uses a chiplet-based architecture and 3D stack-
ing to support up to 64 cores and a 768MiB Last-Level Cache
(LLC) [15]. Other vendors have released even higher core
counts, such as the 128-core Ampere Altra Max [26]. This
trend towards many-core architectures makes synchronization
operations critical for scaling the performance of parallel ap-
plications: a larger core count leads to longer communication
latency between cores and more contention in the shared
system interconnect.

Shared memory is the preferred programming model to
parallelize applications in multi-core architectures. In this
paradigm, parallel applications enforce correctness through
explicit synchronization primitives, such as locks, barriers,
and condition variables. These synchronization primitives use
expensive atomic Read-Modify-Write (RMW) operations to
update shared variables.

Modern Instruction Set Architectures (ISAs), such as x86,
POWER, Armv9, and RISC-V, implement RMW operations as
a single Atomic Memory Operation (AMO) instruction. AMOs
can perform simple operations such as bit-wise arithmetic (OR,
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Fig. 1. Throughput of near and far AMOs. Far AMOs are split into two sets:
AtomicLoads are AMOs that return the previously stored value, AtomicStores
do not return any value.

AND, XOR), fetch-and-add, swap, and Compare-And-Swap
(CAS). Programmers can directly use AMO through compiler
built-in macros [54] or using specific libraries [18]. Typically,
on an AMO, the core fetches the target cache block with
exclusive permissions into its private cache to modify it locally
(near AMOs). Alternatively, systems have implemented mech-
anisms to execute AMOs on different locations on the chip (far
AMOs); for example: on the directory, the LLC, the memory
controller, or dedicated modules [5, 30, 33, 38, 42, 58, 63].
Recent processors [36, 43], GPUs [64], and the Advanced
Micro-controller Bus Architecture (AMBA) 5 Coherent Hub
Interface (CHI) standard [9] have reintroduced the concept of
far AMOs, including mechanisms to support them.

Figure 1 illustrates that near and far AMOs are comple-
mentary mechanisms comparing the throughput of a memory
update using near and far AMOs on an AMBA 5 CHI based
system (see Section VI-A for simulation details). In the case of
far AMO, AMBA 5 CHI distinguishes two versions depending
on whether the AMO transaction returns the previously stored
value (AtomicLoad-Far) or not (AtomicStore-Far).

When near AMOs, Atomic-Near, run in single-threaded
programs, they achieve the highest possible throughput, since
their cache blocks are always present in the first-level cache.
However, as the thread count increases, we observe how the
throughput gradually degrades as threads compete to update
the shared variable. When switching to far AtomicLoad and
AtomicStore, the throughput of single-thread significantly re-
duces as AMOs execute in the shared LLC, increasing the
latency of AMOs. However, as the thread count increases,
the trend reverses specially for AtomicStore transactions (56%
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better than Atomic-Near for 32 cores), as the data does not
move to private caches, and all the updates are centralized and
serialized by the directory. Figure 1 reveals that near and far
AMOs perform differently depending on contention and the
memory access pattern.

This paper proposes and evaluates different static AMO
placement policies that decide whether to execute the AMO
near (L1D) or far (LLC) based on the current L1D cache
block state. Our analysis and evaluation conclude that, while
some policies best suit specific applications, there is no one-
size-fits-all static policy. Therefore, we propose DynAMO, a
simple predictor that dynamically decides the best location
to execute the AMO (near or far). DynAMO identifies the
different locality patterns of data accessed by AMOs to make
informed decisions, improving AMO latency and increasing
overall throughput.

This paper makes the following contributions:
• We investigate the design space of static AMO policies

and propose three new static policies that target common
access patterns and are not implemented in current chip
designs.

• We implement and evaluate the proposed static policies as
well as two state-of-the-art static AMO policies, available
in current chips, using a detailed AMBA CHI model
within the gem5 simulator [48]. We find out that one
of our proposed static policies is the best performing,
yielding speed-ups of 1.05× across all applications and
1.19× on AMO-intensive applications with respect to
executing all AMOs near.

• We observe that there is no static policy able to outper-
form the rest on all applications. Therefore, we propose
DynAMO, a dynamic AMO placement predictor that
leverages data access locality patterns to decide whether
AMOs should be executed near or far. We show that
DynAMO can achieve better performance than the best
static policy. DynAMO obtains speed-ups of 1.09× across
all applications and of 1.31× for AMO-intensive appli-
cations with respect to executing all AMOs near.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Near and Far AMO Architectures

ISA specifications usually do not define where AMOs
execute in the micro-architecture, near the core in the L1D
cache or far in remote components such as the shared LLC or
the memory controller, among others, where a small arithmetic
logic unit performs the operation. Near AMOs implementa-
tions are typical due to their simple design and lower imple-
mentation and verification costs. However, far AMOs have
been widely studied as one of the first examples of Near Data
Processing. Rather than fetching cache blocks into private
levels of cache to be updated, operations are sent to where
the data resides, typically the LLC or a memory controller.
Hence, this mechanism prevents the cache block from “ping-
ponging” between cores, reduces the number of snoops issued
by the directory, and may improve overall performance. While
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Fig. 2. CHI near and far transaction specifications. The Request Nodes (RNs)
encapsulate the cores and private caches. The Home Node (HN) is the point-
of-coherence for the cache block and contains the directory and LLC.

many systems only implement near AMOs, very few systems
implement only far AMOs. Most were classic commercial
systems like the NYU Ultracomputer [31], the Cray T3D [38],
the T3E [58], or the SGI Origin [42]. Modern multi-core
architectures have recently incorporated support for both near
and far AMO execution, such as POWER9 [43] or Armv8 [34]
through the AMBA 5 CHI standard [9] for cache coherent
Networks-on-Chips (NoCs).

Several works have widely discussed the implementation
of near and far AMOs [10, 24, 41]. Other works have tried
to improve the performance of far AMOs by (i) reducing
the latency between consumer and producer through data
forwarding [24, 68], or (ii) speeding-up lock exchange [3, 20].
However, most of these proposals rely on specific communi-
cation NoCs or memory consistency models (e.g., Total Store
Ordering), cause significant extra traffic, or use simple trace-
based models to simulate AMOs. We further discuss other
prior works in Section VII.

B. The CHI Cache Coherence Protocol

The AMBA 5 CHI is an open specification [9] for shared
system interconnects targeting large-scale systems with a weak
consistency model. CHI supports both near and far AMO
transactions and is used on recent servers and cloud-grade
systems-on-chip [7, 26, 36]. CHI implements a tunable and
modular MOESI cache coherence protocol. CHI uses a differ-
ent name convention from classic MOESI: Unique Clean (UC,
Exclusive), Unique Dirty (UD, Modified), Shared Clean (SC,
Shared), Shared Dirty (SD, Owned), and Invalid (I, Invalid).
The protocol specifies multiple transactions with different
message flows and semantics for each possible operation
an agent in the system can perform. For instance, a cache
controller can select which of these transactions is issued
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depending on the cache level, the state of the cache block,
the type of operation, and the cache inclusion policy, among
other parameters.

In the case of AMOs, the AMBA CHI specification states
that an AMO can execute through two types of transactions,
which we refer to as near and far. Figure 2 defines the message
flow of these transactions, which we have implemented in
gem5. A near AMO performed by a request node (RN-0)
generates a ReadUnique transaction to gain exclusiveness of
the cache block and perform the atomic operation locally. The
directory, or home node (HN), is the point of coherence that
issues the required snoops to invalidate other local copies of
the cache block (e.g., the invalidation of RN-1’s local copy
in Figure 2). Finally, the HN answers by sending the cache
block to the L1D cache of RN-0 in either UniqueClean or
UniqueDirty state, where the AMO executes. If the block is
already in Unique state at the L1D cache, the AMO is directly
performed locally without issuing any transaction (not shown
in Figure 2).

A far AMO always issues an atomic transaction to the HN.
As in near AMOs, the HN must ensure all local copies are
invalidated before modifying the block by sending snoops. In
parallel to the snoop messages, the HN requests the RN-0
L1D cache controller to forward the data operands required to
perform the atomic operation. Once all copies are invalidated,
the HN answers with the original value stored in the accessed
memory position (AtomicLoad) or by sending an acknowledg-
ment message that ends the transaction (AtomicStore) before
performing the AMO. Finally, once the HN receives the source
operands, the atomic operation is performed in the HN.

There is a pathological case for far AMOs when the
requestor has the targeted cache block in the L1D cache in UC
or UD state. In this case, the HN must send a snoop message
to the RN-0 L1D cache (the requestor). This snoop message
increases the critical path of the flow and delays its completion,
making far AMO impractical. Therefore, whenever the L1D
cache has the block in UC/UD state, the preferred choice
should always be to perform a near AMO.

Currently, existing processors implementing AMBA CHI
usually execute AMOs near in the L1D cache. More re-
cently, Arm’s Neoverse CPUs support executing AMOs near
or far when connected to a CMN-600 or CMN-700 mesh
interconnect network. The configuration mode of AMO’s can
be changed through a machine register [8]. However, Arm
recommends configuring AMOs to execute always near due
to different pitfalls [35] that we explain in the next section.

III. MOTIVATION

This section elaborates on the possible use cases of near
and far AMOs. They are presented as a possible solution to
mitigate the growing synchronization bottleneck that shared
memory multi-cores suffer. We also explain the main pitfalls
that may limit the performance of AMOs.

A. Near and Far AMOs Use Cases
As shown in Figure 1, near and far AMOs can alterna-

tively achieve the highest throughput in different situations.
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Fig. 3. Simplified diagram that shows (a) low and (b) high reuse access
patterns for far and near AMO executions.
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Fig. 4. Top: Pthread Mutex data members distribution within a cache block.
Bottom: Pthread Mutex operations performed to acquire and release the lock.

Figure 3 presents a simplified message diagram, omitting some
messages, to illustrate two different access patterns. In this
example, two threads on different cores or request nodes (RN0
and RN1) increment a shared variable through AtomicStore
instructions. In access pattern (a), threads perform an AMO
on the shared counter in turns. In this scenario, far AMOs
executed at the home node (HN) perform better than near
AMOs because they avoid the ping-pong effect of the cache
block caused by the highly contended variable. Section VI-B
will show how benchmarks like GMETIS and RADIOSITY
have this access pattern.

Meanwhile, in access pattern (b), each thread performs four
AMOs on the shared counter, exhibiting locality. In this case,
near AMOs perform better, as bringing the cache block into
the L1D is a better choice than paying the cost of far AMOs
for each access. This access pattern is present in several
applications, such as FLUIDANIMATE and SPT.

The main takeaway is that the decision to execute AMOs
near or far impacts performance and depends on different
application and system-level factors such as AMO locality
and the memory access pattern. To maximize performance,
computer architects must implement dynamic mechanisms to
select the best placement for a given AMO.

B. Far AMO Pitfalls and Best Practices

Even though far AMOs aim to reduce on-chip data move-
ment and improve system’s overall throughput, their use in
specific scenarios can cause significant global traffic and
may increase the execution latency of AMOs. For example,
forcing all AMOs to execute far in single-thread programs may
prevent some variables from being fetched into private caches,
increasing AMO access latency as a result. Additionally, other
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scenarios can trigger pathological behaviors that harm the
overall system performance. We now discuss the main pitfalls
and bottlenecks of AMOs, including solutions that can be
adopted to mitigate some of these issues.

1) Consistency Model: Cores usually issue AMOs at com-
mit stage to preserve memory ordering and sequential program
semantics. AMOs are guaranteed to complete once sent to the
memory subsystem. Moreover, AMOs that have both read and
write (RMW) semantics, e.g., fetch-and-add (AtomicLoad),
return the read value stored in the memory position before the
update, which delays the completion of the AMO, potentially
stalling the pipeline. These restrictions make near AMOs that
miss in the L1D cache, and far AMOs in general, quite expen-
sive, as they can block the commit stage for multiple cycles.
On top of that, branches are the most frequent instructions
that consume the return value of an AMO, exacerbating the
problem.

The core can speculatively issue a read before the AMO
arrives at the commit stage to mitigate the long latency
of AMOs with a return value. However, since AMOs are
typically used to implement synchronization primitives and
update shared variables, the speculative read will likely be
invalidated, thereby increasing the number of messages and
invalidations. Therefore, computer architects must apply this
optimization judiciously.

Several ISAs, such as RISC-V, Armv9, and Power9, have
included atomic-no-return instructions, also known as Atomic-
Store. These instructions read-modify-write without returning
the original read value to the requestor, that just needs a data-
less acknowledge message to complete the transaction. These
instructions have lower consistency constraints, allowing cores
to commit AMOs earlier. Therefore, replacing AtomicLoads
for AtomicStores when possible is critical to improve per-
formance, especially for far AMOs. However, while Atomi-
cLoads are supported and generated by most compilers and
libraries, we have observed that AtomicStores are typically
not generated unless explicitly expressed by the programmer
via inline assembly. Most compilers do not even have built-
in macros yet for AtomicStores. Thus, we have manually
replaced AtomicLoads for AtomicStores whenever possible in
the benchmarks used in Section VI-A to take into account this
insight.

2) Home Node Throughput: Far AMOs centralize the
execution of synchronization instructions at the HN level
to deliver high throughput, thereby increasing parallelism in
contended scenarios. However, specific implementation details
can hinder the throughput of far AMOs.

When an AMO request arrives at the corresponding HN
slice and hits in the LLC, the cache controller reads the
data SRAM cells that store the cache block to obtain the
stored value. Then, an Arithmetic Logic Unit performs the
AMO over the data. Finally, the result is written back into
the SRAM cells. Accessing the LLC data arrays can take
tens of cycles, as LLCs are optimized for storage rather
than latency. Fortunately, cache blocks that receive AMOs are
likely to experience temporal (mutex) or spatial (reductions)

locality. Therefore, this bottleneck can be alleviated by having
a small dedicated buffer to store the cache blocks that AMOs
recently accessed, avoiding high-latency reads and writes into
the SRAM cells and improving overall far AMO throughput.
Thus, we adopt this approach as the baseline implementation
for far AMOs.

3) Software Stack Support: Modern runtimes, libraries, and
software stacks have been developed and optimized for several
years for multiple systems with different synchronization in-
structions. Consequently, we have modular software that works
on a wide range of systems, but does not always consider the
particular characteristics of each machine.

The Pthread Mutex is one of the most used synchronization
primitives by programmers. A simple analysis of the Pthread
Mutex specification reveals that it is not ready to work with
far AMOs in an efficient manner. Figure 4 shows the data
members in blue that compose the Pthread Mutex struct, their
distribution within a cache block, and how they are accessed
to acquire and release the mutex. In both routines, we observe
several read and write operations to elements placed on the
same cache block. To understand how near and far AMOs
interact with the rest of the memory accesses, we analyze these
routines step by step.

In the case of lock acquire, the Kind field is read to
determine the implementation version of the Pthread Mutex.
This read operation fetches the cache block with read-only
permissions. Then, a far AMO is issued to acquire the mutex
modifying the Lock variable if free, invalidating the local copy.
If the thread acquires the mutex, then it overwrites the fields
Owner and NUsers, fetching the block again into the L1D
cache, now with write permissions. In contrast, if the thread
performs a near AMO, it fetches the block with read and write
permissions from the beginning. Hence, the subsequent read
and write operations would hit the L1D cache.

For lock release, the Kind field is again read. Then two write
operations are performed to Owner and NUsers. These two
instructions fetch the cache block into the L1D cache and in-
validate all the other copies. Then a SWAP instruction releases
the Lock variable. As we have mentioned in Section II-B, when
the cache block is already present with exclusive permissions
at the L1D cache, then the AMO should always be performed
as a near AMO to avoid the extra cost of writing back the
block and issuing a far AMO.

We can conclude that performing near AMOs in Pthread
Mutex routines will consistently outperform far AMOs. In
Section VI, we will see how this expected behavior matches
the results of our experiments. Consequently, a new version
of the Pthread Mutex struct should be devised so that far
AMOs can match the performance of near AMOs. Simple
approaches such as splitting the Pthread Mutex data members
into different cache blocks may degrade the performance of
near AMOs. Therefore, a different interface layout may need
to be used, as current implementations hinder the performance
of AMOs that execute remotely. However, this additional work
is out of the scope of this research and we keep the default
Pthread Mutex configuration.
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TABLE I
EXISTING AND PROPOSED STATIC AMO POLICIES BASED ON

CURRENT L1D CACHE BLOCK STATE. NEAR (N), FAR (F).

Policy Name UC UD SC SD I
E

xi
st

in
g

All Near N N N N N

Unique Near N N F F F

Pr
op

os
ed Present Near N N N N F

Dirty Near N N F N F

Shared Far N N F F N

IV. STATIC AMO POLICIES

Section II-B describes the implementation of near and
far AMOs in the AMBA 5 CHI protocol. However, the
protocol does not enforce when the cache controller must issue
a near or a far AMO – being implementation dependent.
Some implementations, such as the Neoverse N1 [8], allow
execution of AMOs to be configured depending on the cache
block’s state. However, only a limited number of policies are
supported. We have performed a Design Space Exploration
to cover a broader number of AMO policies. The controller
can issue any of the two AMO transactions for each of the
five cache block states in the MOESI coherence protocol.
Thus, we can derive up to 32 different static AMO policy
implementations. However, many of these static policies are
very similar or do not make sense from a practical point of
view. They may trigger pathological cases that add significant
serialization; e.g., performing a far AMO on blocks already
in unique state in the L1D cache (UC and UD states). As a
result, the number of possible static AMO policies is reduced
to just eight options. From these options, we select the five
most representative implementations. We omit the remaining
three policies because they show very similar performance.

Table I defines the five selected policies. For each policy, the
table shows where the AMO is executed (near (N) or far (F))
for each L1D cache block state. We refer to these policies as
static AMO policies as they always perform the same decision
based only on the cache block coherence state. We have split
the static AMO policies into two groups. The first one is
that of existing implemented policies, and includes the two
policies found in the Neoverse core family. The second group
contains three static AMO policies we propose and evaluate
in this paper. The next paragraphs describe each policy in
detail, highlighting their rationale. Section VI-B evaluates their
performance.

The first existing static policy is All Near. It executes all
AMOs in the L1D cache (near to the CPU). The All Near
policy is the default AMO policy for those multi-core SoCs
that do not have support for far AMOs, as well as for Arm’s
Neoverse CPUs, which support far AMO execution [8]. All
Near performs well in scenarios where cache blocks have
temporal locality and is worth fetching them into the L1D
cache.

On the other extreme of the design space, we have the

Unique Near policy. For I, SC, and SD cache block states,
Unique Near issues an atomic transaction to execute the AMO
far in the HN. As a result, the system avoids bringing the
cache block into the L1D in Unique state and prevents future
invalidations. If the cache block is already present in the
L1 cache in Unique state (i.e., with exclusive permissions),
it executes the AMO locally. The Unique Near static AMO
policy is also available in Arm’s Neoverse CPUs, although it
attains lower performance than All Near [35]. Section VI-B
validates that this is the case for the benchmarks evaluated in
this paper.

Between All Near and Unique Near, we consider three
policies: Present Near, Shared Far, and Dirty Near. Present
Near is similar to All Near as it performs all AMOs at the L1D
cache except for those blocks that are not present. If the cache
block is invalid, Present Near issues an atomic transaction to
execute the AMO far. The rationale behind this policy is that
there is some locality if the block is present, and it is worth
upgrading the privileges to perform the AMO near. Otherwise,
if the block is invalid, it may have been invalidated by the HN.
Thus the core may be competing with other cores to update
the block.

Shared Far executes AMOs near at the L1D cache for UC,
UD, and I states. As its name suggests, it issues far AMOs only
for shared states (SC and SD). This policy assumes that if the
core shares the block with other cores, they may use it in the
future. Therefore, executing the AMOs in the HN avoids future
invalidations as other sharers reread the data block. Moreover,
Shared Far fetches the targeted cache block if not present in
the L1D because it could have been evicted from L1 to L2,
and the best choice is to bring it back into the L1 cache.

Finally, Dirty Near executes near AMOs for UC, UD, and
SD states. If the block is in SD state, the L1 cache was the
last writer of the shared cache block. If the program has a
consumer-producer pattern, it may be the next writer in the
future and benefit from executing the AMO near.

Each of the introduced static policies presents advantages
in different scenarios. For example, policies favoring near
AMOs will perform better in applications with data locality.
Meanwhile, in highly contended scenarios, far AMOs can
increase AMO throughput execution. However, current sys-
tems rely on static policies, neglecting the need to adapt to
each situation. Therefore, mechanisms that enable dynamic
decisions based on system information can further improve
AMOs’ performance.

V. DYNAMO: DYNAMIC AMO POLICY

Next, we propose DynAMO, an AMO policy guided by a
predictor that dynamically decides which policy to follow to
execute AMOs. DynAMO aims to improve the latency and
overall system throughput of AMOs while involving a small
area and power overhead. To simplify our predictor, we have
followed two main design principles: (i) the predictor only uses
locally gathered information, and (ii) it has reduced hardware
combinational and sequential logic.
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Fig. 5. DynAMO predictor structure overview.

Deciding whether an AMO should execute near or far
is done at the L1D cache. However, AMOs usually update
shared variables; therefore, core-local information can be
insufficient to make accurate predictions. Global information
about a cache block is only available at the HN, including
the list of sharers and the current owner of the cache block.
Forwarding this information to the private cache levels may
be expensive and inaccurate. However, the L1D cache receives
invalidation messages, which can partially replace the global
view of the HN for our predictor, reducing its implementation
cost. L1D caches can know through these invalidations if
another core has requested a block for reading (downgrade to
Shared) or writing (invalidation). Therefore, we have placed
one DynAMO predictor at each L1D cache that uses these
events to select the best AMO policy.

Figure 5 shows DynAMO’s prediction mechanisms consist-
ing of a look-up table that stores the predictor metadata and
some logic that interprets the metadata to compute the predic-
tion. To keep the predictor up-to-date, the Cache Controller
registers the events in the L1D (AMOs, Snoops, Evictions,
or Access Hits). Note that notifying these events is not in the
critical path of L1D accesses. The cache controller queries the
predictor when the AMO cannot be directly executed in the
L1D (i.e., the cache block is not in Unique State) to decide
the best static AMO policy to apply to the AMO. The AMO
Metadata Table (AMT) is a set-associative look-up table with
a few entries per way that stores the metadata associated with
each cache block touched by an AMO. The AMT is indexed
with the least significant bits of the physical cache block
address and uses the most significant bits to check whether
the indexed entry corresponds with the indexing address.

A. DynAMO Design Insights

An AMO, like any other memory access, follows common
memory access patterns, such as recency-friendly, thrashing,
streaming, or mixed [44]. The most adopted cache replacement
policy is Least Recently Used (LRU), which mainly benefits
the recency-friendly access pattern. LRU keeps those cache
blocks likely to be reused in the cache. However, for mixed
access patterns, LRU may evict blocks frequently referenced
to insert other blocks used only once. Near AMOs, like LRU,
work well for recency-friendly patterns because, in case of a
miss, they fetch the cache block into the L1D cache, assuming
it will be reused in the future. However, for other access
patterns, near AMOs may evict frequently referenced cache
blocks of the working set from the L1D cache to fetch blocks

used only once. In those cases, issuing a far AMO avoids
polluting the L1D by executing the AMO at the HN.

Besides the mentioned access patterns, parallel applications
also exhibit different sharing patterns. Shared variables can be
updated by multiple cores, triggering the snooping mechanism
of the HN to forward the exclusivity rights from one core
to another or invalidating all the read-only copies shared
between multiple cores. To correctly understand the access
patterns of a cache block, it is necessary to consider the access
patterns of other cores. The most common sharing patterns
are consumer-producer, migratory, and false-sharing. For these
sharing patterns, MOESI-like cache coherence protocols may
be sub-optimal [11] because they invalidate copies of other
cores rather than updating them. Near AMOs behave like
regular write operations in a MOESI cache coherence protocol
so that they can suffer the same pathologies, such as cache
block ping-ponging. In these cases, far AMOs can avoid the
ping-pong effect by centralizing the updates at the HN.

B. Metric-Based DynAMO

The first DynAMO metric-based design predicts the place-
ment for the AMO based on cache block statistics. The
predictor counts the number of times the accessed cache block
has been used to complete a near AMO and the number of
times the directory has invalidated that same cache block.
The predictor computes a ratio with these two values; a
high ratio implies low contention on the cache block, i.e.,
more completed near AMOs than invalidations received. If
the ratio exceeds a threshold, metric-based DynAMO predicts
that future AMOs for that cache block should be executed
near. Otherwise, the predictor selects far AMO execution, thus
avoiding common invalidations and centralizing the execution
of AMOs for that cache block at the HN.

As explained in Section II-B, when the cache block is
already present in the L1D cache in unique state, forcing the
cache controller to perform a far AMO is more expensive than
just executing the AMO locally. Hence, when the cache block
is already in a unique state in the L1D, the AMO is always
executed near. The predictor only selects between near and far
execution for I, SC, and SD states. Since the prediction is made
without distinguishing the cache state, when a cache block is
predicted as near it behaves like All Near policy. When the
cache block is predicted as far it behaves like Unique Near
policy. We could make predictions for each one of the cache
states, but that would increase the number of counters and the
complexity of the predictor.

When a new entry is allocated in the AMT, the predictor
must perform the first prediction without past history infor-
mation. Based on the results obtained in Section VI-B, we
know that near AMOs perform well in most cases. So, the
first prediction is always a near AMO. The new AMT entry
is initialized so the near AMO counter equals one and the
invalidation counter equals zero. The main drawback of this
design is that counters increment monotonically, so at some
point, they can overflow. Moreover, in a short period of time,
one of the counters can increment its value drastically while
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TABLE II
GEM5 CONFIGURATION.

Processor

Core count 32 out-of-order cores
Dispatch, issue width 14 insts/cycle
Fetch, decode width 8 insts/cycle
Commit width 8 insts/cycle
Reorder buffer 316 entries
Load and store queues 76 entries, 58 entries

Cache Memory Hierarchy

Private L1 I&D caches 64 KiB/core, 4-way, 2 cycle data array access
L1I prefetcher Tagged
L1D prefetcher Stride 8 prefetcher
Private L2 cache 512 KiB/core, 8-way, 8 cycle access lat.
DynAMO 128 entries, 4-way
L2 prefetcher Best Offset Prefetcher
Shared L3 cache Exclusive, 32 slices of 1MiB, 8 ways,

10 cycles access lat.

Interconnect Architecture

Coherence protocol MOESI-like AMBA 5 CHI specification
Network topology 8× 8 2D mesh
Router and link latency 1 cycle route, 1 cycle link

Main Memory

Type HBM3, 32GB storage
Channel 8 channels, 64 GB/s per channel

the other stays constant. This conditions future predictions:
although subsequent program phases may have different access
patterns, the counters will keep their high values inherited from
a previous phase. Thus, we adopt a simple solution: to shift
the counters one bit to the right every certain number of cycles
or before overflowing. This way, the counters have better
confidence levels in different program phases and overflows
are avoided.

C. Reuse-Pattern DynAMO

The second DynAMO design refines the previous metric-
based predictor. The idea is to capture the reuse pattern of
each cache block fetched by an AMO by tracking if any other
memory access has reused the block during its lifespan in
the L1D cache. The intuition behind this heuristic, DynAMO-
Reuse, is to keep bringing cache blocks that are likely to be
reused via near AMOs and avoid bringing cache blocks with
no reuse via far AMOs.

To learn the reuse pattern of a cache block, the AMT has
a reuse bit and a reuse confidence counter for each entry.
When DynAMO-Reuse predicts a near AMO and fetches a
cache block into the L1D cache, it resets the reuse bit. The
predictor sets the reuse bit if that same cache block receives
a subsequent hit by any other memory access. When the L1D
cache block is evicted or invalidated due to a snoop message,
DynAMO-Reuse increases the reuse confidence counter if the
reuse bit is set. Otherwise, it decreases the confidence counter.

The reuse confidence counter encodes the reuse behavior of
a cache block. A zero value means the cache block has lost
all the reuse confidence. This indicates that future references
to such cache blocks should be executed far in the HN, unless
the cache block is already in unique state in the L1D cache.

On the other hand, a positive counter implies that the cache
block has reuse confidence. DynAMO-Reuse executes these
AMOs near in order to fetch the cache block into the L1D
and exploit the potential reuse, performing the AMO locally.

As we will see in Section VI, this version of the predictor,
named DynAMO-Reuse-UN, performs better than any other
static policy for some benchmarks. However, the decision to
apply far execution for I, SC, and SD cache states when the
reuse confidence counter arrives at zero is aggressive, and we
find that always choosing far AMO execution in this situation
can degrade the system’s performance in some applications.
Therefore, we have designed a variation of the predictor that
applies the Present Near policy for zero reuse confidence
cache blocks, which is more conservative. This version is
named DynAMO-Reuse-PN.

When a new entry is allocated in the AMT, DynAMO-Reuse
must perform an uninformed decision. This first decision of
the predictor is fundamental for AMO performance and it is
especially important for applications that exhibit a stream-
ing/thrashing access pattern, i.e., bring new cache blocks into
the L1D that will not be referenced again. Predicting near
as the first decision for these cache blocks would evict other
cache blocks that may be reused.

To avoid this issue, DynAMO-Reuse employs a heuristic
that tracks the amount of local reuse seen by all AMOs. By
counting the total number of cache blocks brought into the
L1D cache by AMOs, and the total number of these blocks
that have been reused, a global view of the amount of cache
reuse can be obtained. This ratio determines the first decision:
if reuse is low, the newly allocated AMO in the AMT will
execute far, and near otherwise. We can identify and filter the
streaming/thrashing access patterns with this approach.

After the first decision is taken, the entry is allocated, setting
the confidence counter to its maximum value. Therefore, the
next decision for that memory address will be to execute
near. If the access pattern of AMOs executing on that address
has low reuse, the subsequent fetch and eviction/invalidation
actions will decrease the counter to zero. Then, the predictor
will start selecting far AMO execution for that cache block.

VI. EVALUATION

A. Methodology

Simulation Infrastructure: To evaluate the static policies and
DynAMO predictors we use the gem5 (v20.1.0.0) performance
simulator [48]. Gem5 includes cycle-approximate models of
various system components, including cores, cache hierarchy
with a detailed mesh-based network-on-chip, and memory
controllers. We simulate a multi-core system consisting of 32
Neoverse-N1-like out-of-order cores, as detailed in Table II.
We model HBM3 memory following the high bandwidth
trend in HPC systems [53]. We have extended the existing
CHI protocol implementation in gem5 [28] to support the
AMO transactions specified in the original AMBA 5 CHI
specification [9], enabling the simulation of a NoC capable
of executing near and far AMOs. The simulated system
resembles recent architectures such as the AWS Graviton 3,
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TABLE III
BENCHMARK INPUTS & CHARACTERISTICS.

Name Code Input Sync. primitives
employing AMOs

AMO
Footprint

Sp
la

sh
-3

Barnes BAR 16k [65] POSIX mutex 84 KB
FMM FMM 16K [65] POSIX mutex 97 KB
Ocean cp OCE 512x512 POSIX mutex 4 KB
Radiosity RAD room [65] POSIX mutex 163 KB
Raytrace RAY car [65] POSIX mutex 8 KB
Volrend VOL head [65] POSIX mutex 6 KB
Water-Ns WAT 3375 mol POSIX mutex, cas 65 KB

G
al

oi
s

BFS BFS USA [22] Spinlock, ldmin 52 MB
CC CC USA [22] Spinlock, ldmin 182 MB
Cluster CLU NY [22] Spinlock, stadd 15 MB
GMETIS GME FLA [22] Spinlock, cas 144 MB
KCORE KCOR USA [22] Spinlock, ldadd 91 MB
Page Rank PR FLA [22] Spinlock, cas 4 MB
SPT SPT USAW [22] Spinlock, cas 95 MB
SSSP SSSP USA [22] Spinlock, stmin 1 MB

G
A

P BC BC Kronecker [45] OpenMP 4 MB
TC TC Kronecker [45] OpenMP 10 KB

Fluidanimate FLU simlarge [14] POSIX mutex, cas 8 MB
Histogram HIST IMG [17, 51] stadd 2 MB
Radix Sort RSOR 2 MB vector POSIX barrier, stadd 512 KB
SPMV SPMV JP & rma10 [19] stadd 3 MB

and runs Ubuntu 20.04 with Linux kernel 5.4.65. We used
McPAT 1.3 [46] with the enhancements Xi et al. [66] proposed
to estimate dynamic energy consumption. We perform this
estimation using a process technology node of 22nm, a supply
voltage of 0.8V, and the default clock gating scheme.
Workloads: We use an extensive set of well-known parallel
applications to cover all types of synchronization primitives
and direct atomic updates (e.g., ldadd or stadd):

• Splash-3 [56] is a classic parallel scientific benchmark
suite. It mainly uses POSIX primitives for synchroniza-
tion.

• Galois [39] is an optimized graph analytics framework
that contains classic graph analysis algorithms. It has
its own spinlock implementation and uses direct atomic
updates.

• GAP benchmark suite [12] is a popular graph algorithm
suite written in OpenMP.

• Fluidanimate is a benchmark from the PARSEC bench-
mark suite [14] that makes use of a fine-grained synchro-
nization.

• Histogram is based on the OpenCV [16] color histogram
program (version 2.4.11).

• SMPV [67] is a sparse matrix-vector multiplication ker-
nel where matrices use the compressed sparse column
format.

• Parallel Radix Sort is a shared memory multithread
sorting algorithm that uses a shared array to sort a vector
of numbers, similar to the load-balanced parallel radix
sort [60].

Table III details for each evaluated benchmark: the acronym,
the input, the synchronization primitives and direct AMOs
used, as well as the memory footprint used by AMOs.

Next, we characterize the usage of AMOs on the evaluated
applications. Figure 6 shows the number of committed AMOs
per kilo-instruction (APKI) for each workload. Applications
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Fig. 6. AMOs per kilo-instruction (APKI) for each workload. We split
workloads into three sets: Low (L), Medium (M), and High (H) based on
their APKI. The ratio of AtomicLoads and AtomicStores is represented as
stacked bars.

with a higher APKI present more opportunities for DynAMO
to improve performance. Hence, to highlight the performance
improvement achieved by DynAMO, we define three sets of
workloads depending on their APKI: Low, Medium, and High
AMO intensity. The Low set contains applications that range
from 0 to 2 APKI. The Medium set contains those between 2
and 8 APKI, and the High set those with more than 8 APKI.

B. Evaluation of Static AMO Policies

Figure 7 shows the relative speed-up of the different static
AMO policies (Section IV) normalized with respect to All
Near. The benefits of applying each of the static AMO
policies are application dependent. We can group static AMO
policies into two groups by their behavior. The first group
is composed of All Near, Present Near, and Shared Far
policies. In most cases, these three policies favor near AMOs,
bringing the cache block into the L1D. All Near performs
well in most cases because most applications present a reuse
access pattern. Overall, Present Near performs better than
All Near and Shared Far because it achieves high speed-
ups in SPMV, Radix Sort, and Histogram: 1.62×, 1.26× and
2.29×, respectively. On average, Present Near is the best static
policy and achieves speed-ups of 1.05× across all applications,
1.09× for Medium and High applications, and 1.19× for High
APKI applications. Shared Far achieves lower performance
than All Near because it predicts far AMOs for one of the
most frequent cache states (shared clean), which degrades the
performance of applications with reuse patterns. Shared Far
has, on average, slowdowns of 8.2% for all applications, 9, 9%
for Medium and High applications sets, and 11% for High
APKI benchmarks.

The second group is composed of Dirty Near and Unique
Near policies, which in most cases, issue far AMOs rather
than near AMOs. Both policies apply the same decisions on all
cache states except for SD. This cache state is very infrequent
compared to UD, SC, and I states, so their difference in perfor-
mance is minimal. Shared Far, Dirty Near, and Unique Near
suffer slowdowns in applications with reuse access patterns.
However, both policies outperform All Near and Present Near
for Volrend, SPMV, Radix Sort, and Histogram benchmarks.
On average, Dirty Near has slowdowns of 2.5% for all appli-
cations, 2.7% on Medium and High applications, and a speed-
up of 1.06× for High APKI benchmarks. Meanwhile, Unique
Near has slightly better averages with a slowdown of 1.2%
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Fig. 7. Execution speed-up of static AMO policies normalized with respect to All Near. Right most bars are the geomean of LMH, MH, and H application
sets.

for all applications, 0.6% for Medium and High applications,
and a speed-up of 1.10× for high APKI applications.

Static AMO policies that issue a far AMO when the cache
block is in Shared Clean state increment the execution time
for many benchmarks, e.g., Raytrace, Water-Ns, Barnes, BFS,
Fluidanimate, CC, PR, and Kcore. These benchmarks have sig-
nificant reuse patterns and frequently read the variable before
updating it with an AMO. Even though several benchmarks
suffer from lock contention, far AMOs perform poorly because
Pthread Mutex implementation does not perform well with far
AMOs, as explained in Section III-B3.

In contrast, for Radiosity, static policies that perform far
AMOs in SC state have a speed-up of 1.06×. Radiosity has
a shared task queue accessed by all threads to enqueue or
dequeue tasks. A single high-contended lock protects this
queue. The lock is read before acquisition to avoid performing
unnecessary AMOs. Therefore, lock and unlock operations are
done at the LLC for Shared Far, Dirty Near, and Unique
Near. When accessed through near AMOs, the lock ping-
pongs from one core L1D cache to another as exclusivity
requests are ordered by the directory. Hence, when the lock
is accessed through far AMOs, all lock and unlock operations
are forwarded to the LLC, removing the ping-pong effect.

SMPV, Radix Sort, and Histogram work well when em-
ploying far AMOs. The three benchmarks have a large AMO
footprint. A few addresses have reuse patterns, while the rest
are only accessed once. Thus, they exhibit a mixed access
pattern in which a small working set is highly reused and fits
in the private caches, and a more extensive working set is not
reused. Thus, if the largest working set is accessed through
near AMOs, it evicts those memory positions that are highly
reused.

Finally, the Best Static bar represents the performance we
can achieve by selecting the best static AMO policy for each
workload. Programmers could achieve this performance by
profiling the application and configuring the system to work
with a specific static AMO policy. This method achieves an
average 1.10× speed-up for all applications (LMH), 1.16×
for Medium and High (MH) applications sets, and 1.35×
for High (H) APKI applications. However, this approach is
limited because it requires profiling using the target platform.
In addition, some applications behave differently depending
on the input data used. Moreover, static policies apply the
same decision to all addresses without discerning the behav-
iors of different working sets. Therefore, achieving the best
performance for each benchmark would require a hardware

mechanism that dynamically selects the best placement to
execute a given AMO.

C. DynAMO Evaluation

Figure 8 shows the speed-ups obtained with both DynAMO
implementations. DynAMO-Metric is the design in which
predictions are driven by cache block statistics. DynAMO-
Reuse is the design that tracks the reuse pattern of each cache
block and uses this information to select the best AMO execu-
tion placement. Furthermore, DynAMO-Reuse uses previous
AMO executions to predict the first placement for a newly
referenced address. We have two flavours of the DynAMO-
Reuse predictor depending of which Static AMO policy they
apply to blocks with zero reuse confidence. DynAMO-Reuse-
UN applies Unique Near policy and DynAMO-Reuse-PN
applies Present Near policy. In addition, we plot the Best
Static bar as a comparison point. All results are normalized
with respect to All Near. Although DynAMO-Metric achieves
modest speed-ups on Volrend, FMM, and Gmetis, and, on
average, performs equally well as the All Near baseline.

DynAMO-Reuse-UN achieves speed-ups of 1.06× for all
parallel applications (LMH), 1.11× for MH intensity appli-
cations, and 1.25× speed-up for H intensity APKI applica-
tions. While DynAMO-Reuse-PN achieves 1.09×, 1.14× and
1.31×, respectively. Therefore, both DynAMO-Reuse predic-
tors perform better than Present Near, which was the best
individual static policy, and capture most of the performance
obtained by the Best Static bar. While Best Static is a good
upper bound comparison point. However, it is not an imple-
mentable baseline because it requires knowing in advance the
best policy for any given workload-input pair.

Both DynAMO-Reuse predictors capture the reuse patterns
of those variables that have locality and perform the AMO
near. Thus, all two achieve the same performance as All Near,
which is the best policy for these cases. However, since the
DynAMO-Reuse-UN predictor is prone to predict more far
AMOs, we observe a degradation in performance for Cluster,
Raytrace, FMM, SPT, CC and PR. The DynAMO-Reuse-PN
predictor is more conservative in these cases and predicts more
near AMOs, achieving a higher performance. Therefore, the
DynAMO-Reuse-PN predictor always performs equal or better
than the baseline (All Near).

There are several applications where variables have no lo-
cality and their allocation in the L1D cache creates a thrashing
behavior that harms the performance: Gmetis, SPMV, Radix
Sort and Histogram. In these cases, both predictors detect
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Fig. 9. Execution speed-up of Unique Near and DynAMO-Reuse-PN predic-
tor normalized to All Near for each input.

which cache blocks are not reused and perform the AMOs at
the HN. In particular, Barnes, Gmetis and Radix Sort have
multiple phases and various variables accessed by AMOs
with different locality patterns. Both predictors capture the
dynamic behaviour of such applications delivering a perfor-
mance unachievable to the best static AMO policies. However,
for SPMV and Histogram both predictors do not match the
performance of the best static policy (Unique Near). In these
two applications, some cache blocks have a re-reference period
short enough to be predicted as near AMOs, fetching the cache
block into the L1D.

Barnes and Radiosity are the only benchmarks where the
DynAMO-Reuse-UN predictor outperforms DynAMO-Reuse-
PN with a speed-up of 1.06× and 1.04×, respectively. In both
benchmarks, the DynAMO-Reuse-UN predictor captures the
ping-pong effect of some locks and performs the lock and
unlock operations at the HN.

DynAMO-Reuse-PN provides the best overall performance
gains over the baseline (All Near policy) because it accurately
selects the most appropriate placement to execute the AMOs.
Furthermore, DynAMO-Reuse-PN nearly reaches the upper
bound performance of the Best Static policy without profiling
and programmer hints.

D. Input Sensitive Benchmarks

In Section VI-C, we have seen that choosing the best static
AMO policy achieves the highest performance. However, the
performance of static AMO policies is tightly related to the
access pattern of the application and these maybe dependent
of the input data-set. To illustrate the input sensitivity of
benchmarks, we have tested two different data-set inputs for
SPMV and HIST (see Figure 9). In the experiments, we
use All Near as our baseline, the best static policy obtained
from Figure 7 (Unique Near for both applications), and the
DynAMO-Reuse-PN. Unique Near outperforms All Near for
JP input in SPMV and NASA input in HIST, but performs
30% slower than All Near for rma10 input in SPMV and
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Fig. 10. Execution speed-up of DynAMO-Reuse-PN predictor normalized to
All Near. Left: Different entry counts with fixed 4-way associativity. Center:
Different associativity values for a 128-entry structure. Left: different counter
size for a 128-entry and 4-way structure.

40% slower for BMP24 input in HIST. Meanwhile, DynAMO-
Reuse-PN captures the different access patterns and adapts
better to each input.

E. Energy Efficiency

We have computed and analyzed the dynamic energy con-
sumed by All Near, Unique Near, and DynAMO-Reuse-
PN. Dynamic energy reductions correlate with performance
improvements, translating into reductions of 4, 6, and 12% for
Low, Medium, and High APKI application sets, respectively.
The dynamic energy consumed by the NoC mainly stems from
the number of sent messages and remains relatively constant
across policies for benchmarks in the Low and Medium
APKI sets. However, for High APKI benchmarks, the dynamic
energy spent in the NoC for DynAMO is noticeably higher
than All Near for SPMV and HIST, as the core executes most
AMOs remotely, increasing NoC traffic. Nevertheless, SPMV
and HIST achieve overall energy reductions of up to 40% due
to shorter execution times.

F. Impact of AMT Sizing

Figure 10 presents the performance of DynAMO-Reuse-
PN for different configurations when changing the number of
entries, ways, and the size of the reuse counter, with respect
to the baseline (All Near). We evaluate different number of
entries fixing the ways to 4 and the size of the reuse counter
to 32 (left), we evaluate different ways fixing the number of
entries to 128 and the reuse counter to 32 (center), and we
evaluate the size of the reuse counter fixing the size of the
predictor to 128 entries and 4 ways (right). We find that a
modest 128-entry 4-way AMT with a reuse counter size of
32 (5 bits) is the best configuration for the predictor because
most applications have a small AMO footprint that experiences
L1D reuse. The performance of the predictor degrades for
high APKI applications when the sizing or the associativity
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Fig. 11. Execution speed-up of DynAMO-Reuse-PN predictor normalized to
All Near on each different system: original (2 cycle hop latency), 1 and 3
cycle NoC hop latency, and halving and doubling the HBM latency.

of the AMT table grows because the lifespan of entries is
overextended. Thus, reducing the accuracy of predictions. By
having a small number of entries, we reduce the lifespan of
entries, removing outdated entries from the predictor.

G. Hardware Cost

Each AMT entry requires 49 bits for the physical address
TAG, 5 bits for the reuse confidence counter and the reuse bit.
Totalling 55 bits per entry, but we consider 64 bits. For a 128-
entry AMT, the predictor needs a modest 1KB of storage per
core. In addition, we have used CACTI 6.5 to estimate the area
consumed by the predictor using a 22nm process and assuming
it has 2 read and 1 write ports. The total area estimation is
0.0196mm2. As a reference, the simulated 64KB L1D cache
has an area estimation of 0.3020mm2, i.e., 15× larger.

H. System Design Space Exploration

This section quantifies the performance of the DynAMO-
Reuse-PN predictor in systems with different architectures.
Figure 11 presents the geomean of each application set normal-
ized to All Near on each system. We have plotted the original
system for reference. The first two experiments reconfigure
the original NoC hop cost, which is one cycle for routing and
another for link traversal. We test an NoC with no routing cost
(NoC-1c), and one with a routing cost of 2 (NoC-3c). With one
cycle hop cost the predictor reduces its speed-up due to a lower
penalty of cache block ping-ponging. However, for the 3 cycle
hop cost the DynAMO predictor increases the performance
gains for high APKI benchmarks. The last two experiments
test a system with half (Half-Lat) and double (Double-Lat)
HBM latency cost. DynAMO performance is unaffected by
main memory latency.

VII. RELATED WORK

Academic literature has profusely explored hardware and
software techniques to reduce the cost of synchronization
instructions and atomic updates to shared data.

Most proposals focus on using dedicated hardware (acceler-
ators, networks, new instructions) to speed-up synchronization
primitives [1, 6, 25, 41, 47, 55, 61, 62, 69]. However, these
proposals incur large area overheads. Many proposals also
focus on speeding-up Barriers [2, 4, 13, 37, 52, 57, 59].
Fujitsu’s A64FX processors [27] include specific instructions
for barriers. Other techniques try to reduce the producer-
to-consumer latency of AMOs or other write operations by
forwarding data [3, 6, 24, 50, 68]. Recent research works have
turned towards exploiting the capabilities of RMW updates

TABLE IV
CHARACTERISTICS OF SYNCHRONIZATION ALTERNATIVES.

Solution Transparent Performance Cost

Far AMO ✓ ✕ ✓
Custom Instructions [47, 61] ✕ ✓ ✓
Accelerators [6, 41, 55] ✓ ✓ ✕
Custom Networks [1, 25] ✓ ✓ ✕
Parallel Reductions [23, 67] ✕ ✓ ✕
Core to Core [40, 61] ✕ ✓ ✓

DynAMO ✓ ✓ ✓

instead of using locks [23, 67]. However, these approaches
require support for Floating Operations in the cache hierarchy.

Academia and industry have proposed a plethora of alterna-
tives to near and far AMOs, introducing new synchronization
instructions [3, 6, 47, 55, 61, 62]. However, most ISAs are
reticent to include instructions. The encoding space is a scarce
resource in fixed-width ISA, and increasing the length of
instructions increases the complexity of instruction fetch and
decode. Moreover, these new instructions require changes in
the software stack.

New paradigms with richer semantics may ease the pro-
grammability and provide better performance. Transactional
Memory (TM) promises good parallel performance and easy-
to-write parallel code [32]. Multi-Address atomic operations
(MAD) [29] aim to enhance fine-grained synchronization per-
formance. Task scheduling optimizes task execution through
hardware support [40].

Table IV summarizes state-of-the-art proposals and qual-
itatively compares them in terms of (i) transparency, i.e.,
modifications at the application or software stack level re-
quired, (ii) performance, i.e., whether they achieve compet-
itive performance improvements, and (iii) cost, i.e., whether
implementation costs are large or not. Compared to prior
work, DynAMO is the only proposal that is transparent to the
programming interface, has a small cost associated with it,
and achieves competitive performance by improving the best
individual static AMO policy.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The open AMBA 5 CHI specification is being adopted
by multiple hardware vendors for multi-core SoC designs. In
this paper, we analyze and evaluate systems that support the
execution of near and far AMOs as specified by AMBA 5
CHI. We show that currently available static policies (All near
and Unique Near) fail to deliver the best performance over a
wide range of workloads.

Therefore, we propose and evaluate three additional static
polices and find that: (i) performance of static policies is highly
application dependent; and (ii) the best static policy, which we
term Present Near, is not one of the implemented policies by
hardware vendors that support both near and far AMOs.

We then propose DynAMO, a simple predictor that dynam-
ically decides the best location to execute the AMOs (near or
far). DynAMO identifies the different locality patterns to take
informed decisions, improving AMO latencies and increasing
overall throughput. Our best DynAMO implementation is able
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to outperform the best static policy (Present Near), and it
nearly matches per-workload Best Static without requiring any
profiling or programmer input. DynAMO provides geometric
mean speed-ups of 1.09× across all workloads and 1.31× on
AMO-intensive applications with respect to a baseline that
executes all AMOs near.
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